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Wright plans
to fight, beat
infractions
by Jim Drlnkard
Associated Press writer

Looming Deadline

BG News/John Potter

Tammy Bowman, senior art education major, works on a class project
in the weaving room in the Fine Arts building Tuesday afternoon. The

assignment, "Weaving a wearable," has to be completed and modeled
in front of the class by Wednesday.

WASHINGTON - House
Speaker Jim Wright, opening his
defense against a string of ethics
committee charges, sought
Tuesday to rally Democratic
colleagues and told them, "I intend to fight and I intend to
win."
He said that while he may
have made mistakes in judgment, "I have never done anything to dishonor this institution
and I never will."
In a half-hour speech to a private session of the Democratic
Caucus in the House chamber,
and later in press releases,
Wright chose to concentrate his
defense on one issue — the
charge that his wife, Betty, did
no substantial work for the
$72,000 she received from a Fort
Worth friend from 1980 to 1984.
But more troubling to many of
his colleagues were charges that
Wright sought to evade House
limits on outside earned income
through seven bulk sales of his

book, "Reflections of a Public
Man," most of them made in
lieu of accepting speaking fees
from interest groups.
Wright was gathering affidavits from people in Fort Worth
who said they had worked with
his wife and observed what she
did in return for her
$18,000-a-year salary from real
estate developer George Mallick
and the partnership the two couples formed, known as Malbght Co.
He said she had researched
investment opportunities in real
estate and office building ventures in Fort Worth and New
York and studied investments in
a winery, in the movie version of
the musical "Annie," and in oil
ventures and stock purchases.
Wright received a standing
ovation at the end of his caucus
speech, which included an admission that he had made some
errors in judgment and "may
have made some mistakes in my
life," according to participants.

Exemption examined Organ replaces band
Sen. hopes to crack down on insurance industry
for spring ceremony
by Katherine Rizzo
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — State regulators and the insurance industry Tuesday urged Congress
to resist efforts by Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum to change the way
the law deals with the insurance
industry.
The Ohio Democrat wants to
substantially reduce the industry's immunity from federal
antitrust laws.
"The American public does
not understand why a $500 billion industry, one of the largest
and most powerful in the country, is exempt from antitrust
laws," Metzenbaum told the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
"I believe that removing the
antitrust exemption is one way
to let the market — not the insurance companies — determine how much insurance
should be sold and at what
price," he said.

But regulators who oversee
insurance practices in the 50
states believe just the opposite is
true, North Dakota Insurance
Commissioner Earl Pomeroy
and Hawaii Insurance Commissioner Robin Campaniano told
the panel.
"We cannot understand how
anyone who examines the insurance industry concludes that the
exemption has allowed the industry to fix prices, to engage in
monopolistic practices or otherwise to restrain trade,"
Pomeroy said.
"They do not do it," he said. "I
do not see insurance companies
... getting together and setting
rates."
The American Insurance Association warned that if Metzenbaum succeeds in his attempt to
lift the antitrust exemption in
the McCarran-Ferguson Act, insurance companies would be
Elaced in an "impossible posion ... caught between state
regulation and federal antit-

Senate changes
fee waiver rules
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

Faculty Senate headlined its Tuesday meeting with discussion on
editorial and substantive changes regarding fee waivers.
The Senate approved the revisions limiting the number of courses
full-time and retired faculty can enroll in without payment of instructional or general fees to four courses per year. People using fee
waivers may not take more than two courses per academic term.
Other fee waiver revisions regarded wording.
By changing the word "emeritus" to "retired" in the Academic
Charter, senators approved an amendment stating that retired faculty members do not need emeritus status to qualify for fee waivers.
Senators also revamped the wording of the Academic Charter
concerning how long a full-time employee must work for the University before becoming eligible for a fee waiver. A full-time employee
now must be employed for three years to qualify, rather than the
former five-year period.
A resolution/recommendation proposed by the Committee of
Concerned Faculty was defeated by the Senate. The proposed legislation would have limited the number of Faculty Senate and University Standing Committees on which faculty may serve.
Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair-elect, said she did not see a major
a See Senate, page 5.

Wednesday

rust."

The association's general
counsel, Craig Berrington, said
thriving insurance companies is
evidence the system was doing a
good job of maintaining a free,
competitive market.
West Virginia Attorney General Charles Brown disagreed.

Brown, who spoke on behalf of
the National Association of Attorneys General, said thousands
of insurance companies remain
viable because prices are kept
artificially high, enabling small
and large outfits to make a
profit.
"This is the only industry that
I know of that can fix prices
legally," he said.
Metzenbaum's bill would
repeal the insurance industry's
antitrust exemption but allow
states to continue to regulate insurance.

by JiU Novak
staff reporter

Despite the long-standing tradition of the University Symphonic Band playing at the spring
commencement ceremony, this year there will be
only an organ player.
According to Dwight Burlingame, vice president
of University Relations, strains on the commencement ceremony budget forced the University to
cut the band from the May 6 program.
While the budget has not increased significantly
in recent years, the cost of programs, diplomas
and program covers has increased a great deal,
Burlingame said.
"We wanted to cut something that would not affect the ceremony," Burlingame said. He added
the band would cost $1,500 if it were to play — and
the organ is free.
If the band would have been hired, the graduating students would have to pay a fee, he said.
A number of seniors have displayed dissatisfaction about the absence of a band at the commencement.
To voice their opinions, they circulated a petition
which they gave to University President Paul Olscamp explaining their dissatisfaction.
"I think it's weird that at a University of this

size, a band is not playing, and (having a band is)
something I took for granted and I was very upset
about the whole thing," said Vince Walter, senior
interpersonal and public communication major.
According to senior Robert Weekley, the band is
part of the graduation tradition.
"Why even have the ceremony if you take the
tradition away? I don't think it's right, and it is
defeating the purpose of graduation," he said.
However, according to Burlingame, the symphonic band has never played at summer or winter
graduation, and "people have said these commencements are the most beautiful."
Weekley began the petition, which 100 people
signed, and he said he believes if the band would
have been asked, they would have played at the
graduation for free.
But, according to Band Director Mark Kelly,
they were not even asked.
Burlingame said he has not had any complaints
at the other commencements about the lack of the
symphonic band.
He said it would be really late at this point to
change the decision of having a band, and "we
should go through the process (of having an organ
player) and see what it is like."
He said the new Prout Chapel organ would be
used and the music would be piped through a sound
system.

Officials weigh abortion issue
by Beth Thomas
special assignment reporter

A woman's right to have an
abortion, guaranteed by the U.S.
Supreme Court 16 years ago, is
in jeopardy.
If the Court overturns lower
court rulings in the case of Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services, it may reverse its 1973
ruling of Roe v. Wade, in which a
women's right to decide privately whether to have an abortion was affirmed.
The decision on the legality of
abortion then would be left to the
states.
In Ohio, state lawmakers have
varying opinions about how Ohio
law would be affected.
State Representative Randall
Gardner, R-Bowling Green, said
he believes that if given the
S>wer to make such a decision,
hio's General Assembly would
limit a woman's right to an
abortion.

"My feeling is that Ohio would
more than likely vote to restrict
abortions more than they are
now and might go so far as to
make them illegal in all cases
except rape, incest and protection of the life of the mother,"
Gardner said.
"I feel a majority of Ohio legislators would support that type
of legislation. Generally, Ohio
has a very pro-life legislature,"
he said.
However, it is a controversial
issue and opinions cross party
lines, Gardner said.
"Many leading Democrats in
the legislature are pro-life," he
said, adding that he thinks the
sponsor of an anti-abortion bill
most likely would be a Democrat since that is the majority
party in the State House.
He said he believes members
of the State Senate would also
support such legislation.
Bowling Green's State Senator, Betty Montgomery, R-Perrysburg, is serving her first

term in the Senate and said she
does not feel qualified to speculate on the opinions of her colleagues.
"I think that one is anyone's
guess," she said. "Until a bill is
cfore us, it is very difficult to
predict."
She said her vote on any abortion-restricting legislation
would depend on the legal vehicle in which it was presented.
Although senators may have a
strong opinion on the matter,
they may be unable to vote according to their stance because
of how legislation is presented,
she said.
Montgomery said she believes
most senators, including herself, are "privately wrestling
with that alligator." She said
making a decision will be difficult.
Gardner said a cloudy area in
the debate is the question of
whether voters favor restricting
abortion. He said abortion is an
issue where different results are

obtained each time a survey is
taken, depending on how questions are phrased, and reliable
data is not available.
The complexity of the issue
would hinder it from reaching a
rapid conclusion, he said, add-

ing he believes "substantial debate" should transpire in the
state houses and in public before
action is taken.
"I don't think it would be a
real fast process, nor do I think
Q See Abortion, page 4.

News in Brief
Elections to be held Friday

WARMER
Today: mostly sunny; high in
themid-50s.
Tonight: clear; low in the 30s.
Thursday: sunny; high near
60. —Associated Press

The Black Student Union and the Board of Black
Cultural Activities will hold elections for all officer
positions on Friday, April 21, in the University
Union.

"I would like to see more people turn out to
vote," she said. "There needs to be more participation on the part of the black students at the University."

Miller said she would like to see the new officers
Eursue the proposal for an Afro-American cultural
ou.se on campus, as well as more unity activities
and cultural field trips.

According to Sonya Miller, president of the
Black Student Union, the two organizations have
held elections at this time for the past two years.

An increase in the participation of black students will help the newly elected officers, she
said.

Election results will be announced Sunday, at
the Minority Affairs Reception in the Community
Suite of the University Union, she said.

Applications must be turned in by noon Thursday to the Office of Minority Programs and Activities, she said.

"The new leaders will be more effective because
they will know that the community is supporting
them," she said.

—by Tracy Richards, staff reporter
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Investigation
is warranted
Public officials' ethics have been questioned
right and left in the past few years — perhaps
no one's more so than John Tower.
Ethics' cases where the investigation makes a
farce of the person's private life — as in Tower's
situation — are not supported by The News.
However, when public people perform wrongful
acts while working within the capacity of their positions, they should be scrutinized in the public's eye.
In the case of Jim Wright, Speaker or the House of
Representatives, the details revolving around his
job by which he allegedly committed 69 House rule
violations should be looked into closely.
The Texas Democrat was indicted Monday for alleged infractions by the House's Ethics Committee.
Although Wright is innocent until proven guilty, we
believe any proof of guilt should terminate his position as House Speaker.
But his seat in Congress should remain his unless
other problems arise. Even though the allegations
seem serious enough to warrant his dismissal from
Congress, it would not be feasible.
If Wright were kicked out of Congress because he
was guilty, that would force Congress to do the
same to others who did something wrong — which
could dwindle Congress' ranks quickly.
However, Wright's alleged rule infractions are by
no means small.
He is charged with the non-reporting of gifts, barring acceptance of gifts from people with a direct
interest in politics and the limiting of income earned outside his House position.
Two of the 69 accusations stand above the rest.
The most serious against Wright was the acceptance of nearly $145,000 in gifts over 10 years from a
Fort Worth, Texas, developer, without disclosing
the benefits to Congress.
The other was the alleged bulk selling of his book,
Reflections of a Public Man, to public interest
groups.
Even though ethics investigations such as this
one have been commonplace of late, this case, unlike the many others, does justify public scrutiny.
Cases concerning Tower. Judge Douglas Ginsburg and Presidential-candidate Gary Hart dealt
with their private lives — not with their professions.
Granted, all of the cases differed, but the three
should not have been placed under the microscope
that they were. Instead, their ideas and qualifications for the positions they were seeking should
have been examined.
Wright now has three choices, just as Tower.
Ginsburg and Hart did. He can defend himself ana
prove his innocence, step down, or let the hearing
take its course.
But whichever decision Wright makes will leave
him in the public eye — his sense of right and wrong
pending.
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Rating guide
should be used
very carefully
TotheUSG:
I recently received the forms
that your organization distributed concerning the instructors
rating guide. I think that by publishing an evaluation booklet in
the USG is getting into a very
dangerous area where utmost
caution should be used.
I have several reasons for
feeling this way. When filling out
the survey and rating form you
enclosed, we all have a tendency
to have our ratings reflect our
personal biases and prejudices.
Because of human nature we all
hate to blame ourselves for
something that we have failed
at. Therefore, if a student performs poorly in a class there is a
chance the student will externalize the cause of performance
and blame the instructor.
Objectivity may go right out
the window with these evaluations. Performance appraisal,
which is what this essentially is,
is best done by trained experts.
Since most students do not have
the required knowledge or expertise to do this, the possibility
does exist for rating errors
where the instructor is rated
either overly harsh or lenient. If
an error such as this is made,
then what kind of evalutation
are you left with? Not only is
there a chance for rating errors
to be made by students, but errors can also be made by the
people involved with compiling
the information. Who decides
what to publish about a course
or an instructor?
I have seen an instructors evaluation guide that sounds like
it is similar to the one you are
proposing. The word "difficult"
was used 12 times in descriptions of 17 instructors. One
professor had behind their name
..."easy/somewhat difficult."
Now, if a student is interested in
this particular professor how
should he or she take this description? These words are
defined in dictionaries as the
opposites of each other. The descriptive word that I found the
most useful was the word
"yucky." My dictionary does
not even have that word listed!
Through the Campus Fact Line I
found the definition of the word
slang for "thoroughly disgusting, unappetizing, or repugnant." I admit I may have had a
couple of instructors that I did
not care for but none of them
met this standard.
Albeit I am a student and I can
understand why the faculty is
against this idea. If I was a
professor looking for tenure I
would not want a reputation attached to me that could affect
my future.
I believe that instructors
should be held accountable in
some way to the students, but I
believe that this is an approach
that will yield a poor solution to
the problem.
David Bell
OCMB0323

Golic column
irritates fan
This is in regards to the article
written in the Friday Magazine
on April 7, 1989 titled "Hero observes effect of Golic's loss" by
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Dennis Robaugh. In it, he claims
that all women who watch football do so only to gawk at the
players' "cute buns" and
pecs." Maybe that is the
reason some women watch football, but to generalize that this is
the only reason all women watch
is insulting and untrue. Furthermore, Robaugh insinuates
that women are ready to act on
their overwhelming physical attraction to Bob Golic. "I would
give ... my whole body to Bob
olic." women even want to
marry Golic despite the fact he
already has a wile, according to
Robaugh.
I have but two wishes for Robaugh. First, I hope that he runs
into one of the many women who
are knowledgeable about football. And second, when he runs
into her, I hope she spills his
heer on him.
Laura J. Herrington
OCMB2400

Reporter is
commended
It is not often one takes time to
say something good about a
news reporter. On April 6, an article appeared in 77ie BG News
about the Code Enforcement
Officer for the City's Planning/Zoning Department.
The story was well written and

Non-smokers
are a majority
In response to Rob Wagner's
letter in the April 12 issue of The
BG News, Mr. Wagner might be
interested to know that employers are not prohibited from
asking potential employees
whether or not they smoke nor
are they prohibitied from refusing to hire people because they
smoke, and/or tire them, if thev
choose. Considering the weUdocumented extra cost to an
employer of a smoking employee vs. a non-smoking employee, hiring non-smoking employees is simply good business.
According to Mr. Wagner, a
smoking ban "forces the values
of the non-smoker on the
smoker." I would like to submit
that smoking indoors in the
Eresence of a non-smoker forces
le "values" of the smoker on

was told exactly the way the reporter received it. Stories are
usually printed with words being
injected into it, to make it more
appealing to the reader.
The news reporter was Beth
Church, assistant wire editor for
The BG News. I would like to
thank Beth for a job well done.
She is a credit to our community
and the news media.
Robert L. Shetzer
Code Enforcement Officer
City Planning Department

Theater Dept.
receives thanks
I would like to take a minute to
thank the University Theater
Department for putting on such
a controversial play like "As
Is."
I had read the script in a
modern theater class, but it was
nothing compared to the powerful production I saw. I walked
out of West Hall a different person than when I walked in. Not
only did it dispel many worn-out
misconceptions about the gay
lifestyle, but the very real
trauma of AIDS hit home for the
first time.
Once again, thank you, and I
look forward to equally challenging plays in the future.
Mary-Katherine Meyer
300 Napoleon

the non-smoker. I have no quarrel with Mr. Wagner's freedom
to commit slow suicide by inhaling carcinogenic compounds,
wasting hundreds of dollars per
year in the process (just one
pack per day, at $1.25 a pack
equals $456.25 per year).
However, smokers do not have
the freedom to pollute my lungs
in their quest for 1) emphysema,
2) lung and other cancers, 3)
heart disease and 4) premature
death. A smoker's freedom to
smoke ends when his/her
smoke comes in contact with my
lungs.
The fact is, non-smokers are
the majority in the United States
and smokers are free to smoke
like a chimney, as long as they
are not indoors where others
who choose healthier lifestyles
are forced to breathe their carcinogens.
Non-smokers are not suggesting that we have a moral imperative to persuade all smokers to

by Berke Breathed

Erikson column
seemed moralizing
I would like to comment on
one of Nancy Erikson's recent
columns entitled "Drugs and
Peace Don't Mix." In the article, Erickson discussed a flyer
that could be seen around campus advertising Ann Arbor's annual Hash Bash, a rally for marijuana legalization. She was disturbed by the implications of associating peace with marijuana
use, though said she has no real
opinion about marijuana or its
legalization.
Now I agree that the flyer's
connection between marijuana
and peace was unnecessary.
And sure, not everyone who's
"for" peace is necessarily "for
marijuana." But neither are all
marijuana smokers necessarily
against peace, as Erikson seems
to imply. It is misleading and
inaccurate to generalize based
on a few negative personal experiences.
She also depicts the marijuana user as an irresponsible
party animal who uses a "world
lull of turmoil as an excuse to
get high at a rally." The turmoil
caused to otherwise productive,
law-abiding citizens by oppressive laws which dictate morality
is the underlying reason for such
rallies. Erikson's main point
was valid, but her tangential
moralizing was unnecessary.
Kendon A. Kraska
OCMB3072

Juit smoking. However, we are
emanding that you do not pollute our air while you are contaminating your own lungs.
Patricia Wise
College of Education and Allied Professions

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
Forum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. 77?e News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
77ie News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or Ubelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
lie BG News
!lt West Hill
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Columbus group fights WSA rallies for USG seat
extinction of wild cats
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government's failure to
reappoint the World Student Association to one of
the seven organizational seats available on the
USG board next fall will not go unopposed by WSA
members.
During an emergency meeting called Tuesday
night, members of WSA planned a course of action
to protest the USG decision.
Melynda Hicks, president of the WSA, said USG
has not adequately expressed the criteria used for
selecting the organizations.
"We would also like further clarification to as
what the reasoning behind denying WSA a seat on
USG was," Hicks said.
According to Kevin Coughlin, USG presidentelect, the selection comminee evaluates each organization on their constituency, size and goals.
"No one is denying that they are a great group,"
Coughlin said."But there are a lot of great groups
on-campus which deserve a chance on USG also. '

by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

With an estimated 29 nondomestic eat species officially
endangered, a Columbusbased organization is helping
to prevent the extinction of
these animals.
According to John Becker,
the executive director of International Society for Endangered Cats, the organization has "a legitimate opportunity" to save 21 species from
extinction.
"A vast number of cat species are in danger of disappearing within our lifetime," Becker said at a presentation Tuesday night sponsored by the Environmental
Interest Group and the Center
for Environmental Groups.
Before the organization was
created in January 1988, there
was no group effort to save
these cats from extinction, he
said.
Becker said the problem of
endangered cats stems largely
from society's ignorance. Fur
trading is one example of this
apathy and contributes to the
overall problem, he said.
"The fur trade flourishes today as much as it ever has on
the earth," he said.
Ken Mettler, education program coordinator for ISEC,
said France, West Germanv
and Japan carry the most guilt
in partaking of the practice.
As an example, Mettler displayed an ocelot, a cat considered endangered. He said
depending on what parts of the
cat's fur they use, 50 to 60 ocelots are killed to make a fur
coat.
"If nobody would buy those

Hicks said although USG's reasoning for not reappointing WSA to a seat is somewhat legitimate,
the voice of international University students is being denied.
"The international and American students involved in WSA have no other representation besides WSA," she said."If we don't have a seat then
we will have no voice. If there were 15 other organizations which represented international students
and it was up to choosing one of then it would be
okay."
However, Coughlin said not all student interests
can be represented because of the large number of
groups on-campus.
"I nave been consistent with what the committee
recommended," he said. "Someone is going to be
the odd man out. Three were left out, but one had
the advantage of using racism as a defense."
According to Coughlin, the WSA representative's "radical" actions have not been warranted.
"I don't listen to protest marches," he
said.' "This is no different than any other group that
..; See Seat, page 7.

Sleep 'lures'professor
by Jeff Baldorf
staff reporter

Ken Mettler, education program coordinator of the International
Society for Endangered Cats, scratches the chin of Carmen, a
5-year-old ocelot. John Becker, the director of the ISEC spoke
about the need to preserve ocelots and other endangered species of
cats in West Hall last night.

(furs), nobody would kill the
cats," he said.
Becker said, in addition to
the fur trade, cats are killed
for food or sport in some parts
of the world.
The Pakistan Sand Cat is extinct in the wild partially because they were used as target

GREENBRIAR INC.

practice in the Afghanistan
war, he said. These cats are
small in size and only grow to
weigh 4 or 5 pounds.
The best way to rebuild the
cat population is to breed the
animals in captivity, he said.
The ISEC is working on obtaining a center in California
where this can occur.
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of melatonin in the brain before deprivation begins
and the person becomes less functional.
Badia said to increase the level of melatonin, full
spectrum lighting is used to alter the body's biorhythms and enhance individual performance.
"This alters the temperature and rhythm of the
hormonal levels which reach peak performance at
different times," Badia said.
He said this technique is used when hormonal
levels start to decrease during late night and early
morning hours.
The research may help explain the difficulties of
decreased alertness that travelers and pilots experience when they travel long distances or what factory workers and nuclear power plant operators
face when working the late snift, he said.
"We're trying to help them adjust to new shifts
and help people whose judgments are very
critical, Badia said.

Lack of sleep may affect people who hold jobs
during irregular hours and, for this reason, one
University psychologist is trying to discover a solution to this problem.
Pietro Badia, professor of psychology, said he
has been working on a project entitled,"Auditory
and Visual Evoked Potentials as a Function of
Sleep Deprivation and Irregular Sleep," to
measure the amount of the hormone melatonin in
the brain. Melatonin controls the amount of brain
wave activity.
"The goal is to discover the brain wave patterns
and predict when performance degradation will
occur," Badia said.
Hormonal levels of melatonin rise and fall at
certain times of the day, producing a direct impact
The project is funded by the United States Army
on the brain wave activity and the alertness a perMedical Division which has just invested $83,000 to
son experiences while awake, he said.
Badia said the project was begun six years ago, continue the project for the next two years, he
said.
and has led to various discoveries.
Badia said he is working in conjunction with
"We've found some brain wave patterns that allow us to identify, prior to behavior changes, brain John Harsh, psychology professor at the University of Southern Mississippi who, with Badia, origiwave changes that occur," Badia said.
He said this allows the research team to stimu- nally suggested the research idea to the U.S. Army
late brain wave activity and increase the amount in 1983.
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SUMMER
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(6/1 - 8/14)

FASHION

ERCHANDISING

$600 for the
Frazee
.Summer plus
Field Manor
Ridge Manor
electric
516-522 E. Merryi
and gas

G SIJut/enberger Cofcge
AN INSIDE LOOK AT
SIMON MERCHANDISING
EARN A CERTIFICATE IN FASHION MERCHANDISING IN SIX MONTHS!

1 bedroom
efficiency

$450\ for the
$300|sTTmmer

Learn about foshion buying, textiles, color theory, fashion shows and
visual displays, advertising techniques and more. Be out or the
classroom and in the fashion business in just 6 months.
Evening classes Monday thru Thursday.

Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster

Call now for more information.
STAUTZENBERGER COLLEGE 309 South Moin
Bowling Green 354-3506

SWITCH TO LaRICHE

Ohio Reg. no. 82-08-07768

SWITCH TO LaRICHE

Attention Graduating Seniors:

NEED A CAR?
1. Guaranteed approved credit*
2. $400 Certificate towards purchase
or lease
3. First payment is deferred

Res
ume
(Laser type)'

(Typeset type)-

Cvnaro Soon COtip*

$225/mo.**

Choose a quality typeset resume from

Over 150 new cars and trucks to choose from
Additional incentives on certain models
•MUST BE FOUB YEAH GHADUATt WITH NO PREVIOUS CREDIT HISTORY
"US A PR WITH TAI AND TITLI DOWN INCLUDES All REBATES

UniGroohics

^^B«^BSSSSSSSVB^BSSBV"BSSSVBBSSSW

422-1B8S
• 12 pi. type enlarged

SWITCH TO LaHlCHE

The BG News
on National Secretaries Day
Wednesday, April 26, 1989
Your advertisements will be grouped with other offices all.
paying tribute to their secretarial staff.

. For help in designing your advertisement, call the BG News today for an appointment with a sales
representive.

HURRY DEADLINE IS MONDAY,
.APRIL 24

■ I"** 0»s#». Am Wl-«l

211 West Hall
372-7418

4t&e4e
CHEVROLET — QEO
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY

Take Note of this Bosses!
Here's your chance to recognize the secretaries in your office by publicly saying
"Thank You" in . . .

SWITCH TO LaRICHE
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Job fair interviews
education majors

University aids poor pupils
College of Musical Arts helps Toledo kids learn the strings

by Donna Sharper
reporter
by Susan L. Prosh
reporter

A few of Toledo's inner-city disadvantaged
students are being given an opportunity to
develop their musical talents every Wednesday night.
Victor Ellsworth, acting assistant dean of
the University's College of Musical Arts, is
running a pilot project to give the students
the chance to improve their skills on string
instruments and Keyboards.
Ellsworth's goal is to provide the students
not only with string lessons "but, in addition,
academic enhancement — not to take away
from what the Toledo public schools were
doing, but what I perceived as necessary to
compete honestly as a university student,
should these students go on to universities."
Approximately 12 string students from
Toledo's Jones Junior High School participate regularly in the pilot program, which

began in January 1988, he said.
Ellsworth said these students are encouraged to follow the program through to high
school graduation. He said new students are
added each year.
Ellsworth is assisted by Anna Bell Bognar,
associate professor of music education; Jan
Ellsworth, a teacher from the North Baltimore school district; Janet Jensen, assistant professor of music education; and
several graduate and undergraduate students who volunteer to give lessons.
Ellsworth said the teaching team has only
one rule for the kids.
' "They have to try everything we ask them
to do, and they must attend regularly," he
said.
According to Ellsworth, the ultimate goal
of the project is to prepare the students so
that "if they want to come to a university,
hopefully Bowling Green, in whatever they
want to major in, that they can compete
fairly as academic students."

"The music is a hook — it's something
they all have in common. The academic enhancement is really the major point," Ellsworth said.
The music program has had notable positive effects on the students, he said.
"They now, all of them, stay on task in a
group discussion. They play better, their
conversational skills are much better, they
talk like they can cope with the subjects we
bring to them," Ellsworth said. "That's
been exciting."

A Teacher Job Fair for University education majors will take
place today in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 7:45 p.m.
More than 165 representatives from at least 93 schools from states
such as Ohio, Michigan, Maryland, Florida, Texas, California,
Georgia, West Virginia and Nevada will be there, according to
Louise Paradis, assistant director of placement.
She said scheduled interviews, which already number nearly
2,500, will be held throughout the day.
Although sign-ups for interviews took place April 10, Paradis said
schedule openings are still available. She added a student must first
be registered with the Placement Office before scheduling.
Students registered in that office may "inquire about the option of
scheduling interviews with these schools," Paradis said.
In addition, she said students cannot pick up applications or speak
with rjrospective employers without an appointment. Students can
check the list of available schedules with a Placement Office staff
representative in the Grand Ballroom, beginning at 10 a.m., she
said.
As of Monday, four school areas from three states other than Ohio
have schedule openings for most education majors, Paradis said.
The states are Texas, North Carolina and West Virginia, she said.
Several openings are also available for certified special education
majors in many Ohio counties, including Wood, Fulton, Erie, Hamilton and Lucas, she said.

Ellsworth said he has noticed a social development among the students.
"It's interesting watching them look out
for each other ... there's a real group identity now," he said. "There's non-malicious
teasing going on, which may be a sign that
they trust each other.
"1 believe that they care for each other.
When we started, we had whites, blacks and
Hispanics. Now we have the Toledo
Project."

Abortion
G Continued from page 1.
it should be. It's too important of
an issue," he said.
However, one of Gardner's
female colleagues in the Assembly disagrees with his prediction

about abortion being restricted
in Ohio.
Jane Campbell, D-Cleveland,
said the abortion issue is very
complex and will not be easily
resolved.
She said she believes a bill
would be introduced within a
day of any Supreme Court reversal or weakening of Roe v.
Wade but passage would be a
lengthy process.
"We would not be very likely

to flat-out ban abortion," she
said.
She said the debate probably
would focus on what exceptions
would be allowed. Fairly obvious exemptions would be rape,
incest or a threat to the mother's
life, but she said others would be
considered.
However, drawing a line between whether the mother's
health was in jeopardy or if
death was inevitable would be
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difficult, she said.
"Even medical science is not
very precise in these issues,"
Campbell said. "Who makes the
decision between the health of
the mother or her life? An independent board?"
"How would you legislate it?
She might die? There's a 10 percent chance? Twenty percent?"
she asked.
"It gets very hard when you
try to take the decision out of the
hands of those persons who are
directly involved," she said.
"It's not decided easily except
on a case-by-case basis.
Another complexity she cited
would be who to punish if an
abortion is performed — the

doctor who did it or the woman?
Even President Bush, who opposes abortion, was unable to
answer this question during a
campaign debate.
"Abortion laws were repealed
in the first place because they
were not workable," Campbell
said, citing examples of unwanted children being abandoned or
abused and women being injured in unsafe clinics.
"The emotions of the issue are
strong but in reality it is hard to
enforce," she said.
Campbell said a trial balloon
of this case, a bill on whether
parental consent should be required for minors to have abortions, crossed party lines. All

.

The Latino Student
Onion invites ail its
members to attend
the end of the
semester meeting.
Second Floor
Student Services
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 20th
refreshments and pizza
witt be served
■""

»

but two female representatives
voted against and spoke out
against the proposal, and they
were divided between conservatives and liberals.
"Part of it is that women understand the difficulties of an
unexpected pregnancy and we
understand the complexities of
family life," Campbell said.
"It s much easier for someone
who knows he's never going to
encounter an unwanted pregnancy to make a blanket statement against it."
Campbell also said she believes ner constituency favors
keeping abortion legal.
"People from my area are
very much in favor of letting
women decide. They feel it's not
appropriate for government to
decide," she said. "It's much too
personal of an issue."
Tomorrow: What area groups
and individuals are contributing
to the struggle for and against
abortion.
WHAT IS
CHOLESTEROL?
Cholesterol is a laity substance
lound in animal tissue Primary
sources ol cholesterol in ihe American diet are latty meats, egg yolks.
and whole milk dairy products Cholesterol is essential for certain body
processes, but the amount the body
manufactures is sufficient for these
needs High levels of cholesterol m
the bloodstream are associated with
a higher risk ol heart disease and
stroke This risk can be reduced by
adopting an eating pattern moderate
in cholesterol-containing foods and
saturated (animal) fats, which can increase the cholesterol level in the
blood Contact your local American
Mean Association for more
information
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The Greek Week Social Committee would like to thank all
who participated in the 1st annual "Twistin The Night
Away" 12 hour dance marathon. Congratulations goes out
to those who lasted the duration.
Tfifi 3(j(ffi GfcMJ$

Class of *89
Send-off your graduating friends with a

Senior Send-Off Message
published in the Classified Section of

The BG News

Orders must be
placed in person

•Wish them luck in the future

1 col. x 1" - $5.85 (8 line maximum)
1 col. x 2" - $11.70 (16 line maximum)
(

214 West Hall

Runners Up: Julia Miller and Corinne Huddleson

We would also like to thank the following individuals who made "Twistin the
Night Away " a tremendous success:

Usual Classified rates:
65* per line, 3 line minimum charge, 35-40 spaces per line
Classified Display:
(includes border)

Chris Wittkop
Janet Edly
Erin Gancy
Jeff Blouts
Tim Mullen
Jon Stradler
Bill Davidson
Sean Davidson
Jeff Merrill
Jami Legge
Shelli Sanderson
Julie Herbert
Julie Lange

And Winners: Kitty Rood and Bon Feinstein

Friday, April 28, 1989
(Last issue of Spring Semester)
•Reminisce about old times

Amy Clhehik
Jennifer Smith
Jennifer Struthers
Tina Porter
Le Ann English
Roberta Hughart
Ryan Sparks
Sally Martin
Jenny Fish
Vicki Mastorldes
Amy Lanfield
Melissa Dyer

Prepayment
requested

Thereja Joyce
Julia Gobel
Mary Keen
Lisa Marsh
Melissa Dunn
Sue Witsch!
Joe Matessa
Scott Hendrlcks
Brian Palmer
Kathy Kennedy
Cathy Earley
Sheryl Mette
Andy Longo
Maureen Owen
Tom Mignoia

Gregg DeCrane
Karen Radlinski
Jennifer Lark
Sue Moorehead
Linda Schnetzer
Karl Koleman
Wayne Colvln
Joanne Nole
Steve Delph
Paul Wolansky
JoAnn Arnholt
Cathy Hicks
Jackie Daley
Greg Grigorlan
Chris Webb
Brian Tague

-
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Financing service offered
by Shelley Banks
staff reporter

University students concerned
about financing their college education may nave the burden
lightened because of a new service offered by the Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment.
Trie Scholarship Search Service provides University students with information on scholarships they might not have
known existed.
Vicki Acker, assistant director of the Financial Aid and Student Employment Office, said

students' applications are matched against a data bank of
more than 24,000 sources of aid
including scholarships, loans
and work co-ops.
To receive a printout of available scholarship aid, students
must complete an application
which inquires about their interests as well as other information.
"Students fill out the application which asks for general information as well as specific information such as interests,
hobbies and college major,"
Acker said. "The students will
then be matched up with scholarships that are tailored to their

own personal needs."
However, receiving the printout does not guarantee the student will receive the scholarship. Acker said.
"Once students have the
Srintout they must follow it up
lemselves by writing letters to
the various institutions requesting applications for the scholarships," she said.
The completed Student Search
Applications are sent to
National College Services Ltd.,
where students' interests are
matched to a field of 24,000 aid
sources.

Parents Alumni Club is responsible for creating the Scholarship Search, which began
several weeks ago, through a
$40,000 grant, said Linda Ault,
assistant director of development at the alumni center.
The 2,100 parents who donated
chose a scholarship search for
the donation because thev were
concerned with the availability
of aid, Ault said.
"The parents could choose
any project they wished with the
stipulation that all University
students could use the project
that was decided on," she said.

Indian loreexplored in book
by John Kohlstrand
staff reporter

Some of the world's greatest creations required long years to formulate. This idea
could be in the minds of two University
professors as they think of their recently
released work in the multi-volume. Handbook of North American Indians.
In 1974, Michael Marsden and Jack Nachbar, professors of popular culture, were
asked by the Smithsonian Institution to write
a chapter for the handbook dealing with
American Indian stereotypes in film.
"At the time not nearly enough attention
was paid to the subject as now. The idea that
this would be published by the Smithsonian
as the comprehensive resource seemed

prestigious to us," Nachbar said.
After completing the chapter, Nachbar
and Marsden found themselves waiting to
see their work published — a wait which
would last 15 years.
In that early stage of their career, they
were anxious to see their work in print so
they could use it in other publications,
Marsden said. However, the Smithsonian
would not let them use the chapter for anything until it was released in the handbook.
In the meantime, they used the material
they had gathered for the handbook's chapter and released the book The Native American Image on Film, a course guide for film
classes.
The information they had gathered pre-

Prof's film featured
at art celebration
by Laura Smith
reporter

A University professor's film
will be featured as part of a literary festival at a Kent State
University branch campus in
late April.
Larry Smith, professor of
English at Firelands College,
will present the video production, 'Kenneth Patchen: An Art
of Engagement," in the four-day
event at Warren, Ohio.
Patchen, who died in 1972. is
not only the focus of the film, but
also the theme of the festival.
His artwork will be exhibited in
Warren at the Trumbull Art Gallery.

■■■■■■■■■■

The film documents Patchen's
life and death and displays his
creative, socially-aware art,
Smith said.
Through funding from the
Ohio Arts Council, Smith travelled from Warren —Patchen's
birthplace—to San Francisco —
the home of his art — to capture
Patchen's life on film.
In addition to the film, the festival will include readings of
Patchen's poetry by his widow,
Miriam Patchen, and Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, poet and founder of
San Francisco's City Lights
Books.
Patchen's paintings and poetry are expressions of the stillpopular concerns about peace,
Biological extinction and the fate
of the world, he said.
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In a final new business item,
the Senate passed an Academic
Charter revision that will allow
the appointment of more candidates to teach graduate courses.
At the request of a department, the dean of the Graduate
College may appoint individuals
to its graduate faculty in special
categories that have been approved by the Graduate Council.
"(The revision) makes life
much simpler," David Newman, chemistry professor, said.
"We are putting into the Charter
what we have had to deal with
before on an individual basis."
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Our newest feature
isn't new at all...
Our selection of used
Used
Computers
equipment
includes a likek
f
new
IBM
PS/2
Model 60,
andPerip/iera/s XT-compatibles (one
with
'NowAw/sbfe
64mb hard disk drive), Epson

Applications for

*
*
*
*

The BG News

*

I Fall staff positions are now available in 214 West Hall,
t There are many fall positions open including writers, $
*
copy editors, photographers and artists.
{
All majors welcome
*
*
Application deadline: 5 p.m.,
Thursday. April 20, 1989
J
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Macintosh'" can save time, space and
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money. But hard disks should be
Hard Disk Security
"backed up" - their contents copied to floppy disks or tape - at least
twice a month to ensure the safety of the information stored on them.
Our Data Security service offers sales and installation of backup
systems and backup planning. We can even run the backups for you.
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"BIG-TIME COMEDY
YOU WON'T WANT
TO MISS!"

DAVE LOCKARD, WINNER
OF THE CERTS/DORITOS
COMEDY COMPETITION
WILL OPEN THE ACT
• TUESDAY, APRIL 25th
om
n on
8:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

The Answer Factory
Computer Problem-Solving
Software and Equipment Sale*
134 East Court St.. Bowling Green 354-2110

DENIS LEARY
A REGULAR AT THE IMPROV
IN LOS ANGELES AND
WINNER OF THE 1987
BOSTON LAUGH-OFF

system, serial terminals, and more...
©1989 by The Anawer Factory, all HghU referred.,
Thla ad w«. created with Adobe rJluatrator/Wlndosr. and PageMaker
en an Arehe Technologlea AT-cempelible computer.
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If you have obtained at least a two year associates degree within
the last year, or plan to graduate in the next six months you have
Preapproved GMAC Finacing waiting for you at Thayer
Chevrolet. Plus, a $400.""
M^ ;
discount to use as your down
' ^_ Ttoci.</«H
payment
or
however
you
wish.
K y
1225 N. Main
Visit Thayer Chevrolet for all Your Automotive Needs
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News/p.t Magma

Eric Goudy. freshman pre-physical therapy major, left, was named
roommate of the year Friday afternoon. His roommate Brian Barby,
freshman undecided major, right, said he nominated Goudy because he heard horror stories about roommates and is thankful that
he has one he can get along with. Both throw the discus for the track
team and are roommates because Goudy requested that he room
with another discus thrower. Before attending the University,
neither knew each other but competed against each other. The two
plan to room together next year.
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problem with faculty members serving on more than two
committees because the time
commitment for committees
varies.
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Nachbar said the long wait for the release
of their work does not reflect over-zealous
bureaucracy on the Smithsonian's part.
"When you are preparing to release these
multi-volume works tney tend to take a long
time," Nachbar said. "The American Film
Institute is preparing a guidebook for feature length film which has taken 20 years so
far."

Senate

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES
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sented a complex picture of American Indian stereotypes in film, Nachbar said.
"Yes, there were certain stereotypes of
native Americans," Nachbar said, "but
most of these existed before the movies were
made."
However, he said that a sizable number of
movies also portrayed native Americans as
heroes.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Walesa reconciles with arch-foe
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Lech Walesa shook hands Tuesday
withGen. Wojciech Jaruzelskl, the man who ordered the Solidarity
founder arrested in 1981, and the Polish leader said later he was satisfied by the symbolic reconciliation.
Walesa did not speak to reporters after the meeting with Jaruzelski, their first since Nov. 4,1981 — five weeks before the martial-law
crackdown.
A fragment of the emotionally charged session appeared on Polish
TV news. "A mountain with a mountain ...," said Jaruzelski as he
greeted Walesa.
"I hope we will never part again," replied Walesa.
Jaruzelski's greeting was the beginning of a saying in Polish that
in full goes: "A mountain with a mountain cannot meet, but a man
can meet a man."
The face-to-face meeting between the man who once sought to
crush Solidarity and the one who vowed to revive it lasted for about
one hour in a comfortable reception room in the parliament building
on a wooded bluff near downtown Warsaw. It occurred one day after
Solidarity was declared legal again.
Jaruzelski rarely speaks to reporters, but after the meeting he
gave an impromptu news conference. "I feel satisfaction. We have
come a very difficult and long way," he said.

Inflation 'uncomfortably high'
WASHINGTON (AP) — Higher food and energy costs boosted consumer prices 0.5 percent in March and resulted in a 6.1 percent annual inflation rate for the first three months of 1989, the largest quarterly advance in two years, the government said Tuesday.
Last month's gain in the Labor Department's Consumer Price Index was fresh evidence that inflation continues to run above the 4.4
percent rate registered in both 1987 and 1988.
Analysts saidthe bad news isn't over yet.
"Inflation was uncomfortably high, widespread and entrenched in
March," said Allen Sinai, chief economist for the Boston Co. "We
haven't seen the last of these high numbers because there will still
be a rippling through of rising business costs for both materials and
wages and rising energy costs in the next few months."
Stock prices rose sharply. After four hours of trading, the Dow
Jones 30-stock industrial average was up more than 36 points.
Thomas Walsh of Nikko Securities International in New York said
that "people were expecting the numbers to be worse. It's not a
great number but the street is viewing it as an OK number and it has
stimulated buyer interest."
Economist James Amiable of the First National Bank of Chicago
commented: "The market is betting that the economy is slowing
down pretty dramatically. I suspect that's wrong. We expect slower
growth, but good growth. Inflation is going to continue to inch upward."

STATE / LOCAL
Proposed school plan draws fire

Convict surrenders after 28 years

TOLEDO (AP) — A recommendation to close five city schools has
drawn fire from the school board, which asked Superintendent Ruth
Scott to explore other options to bridge the district s projected budget deficit.
Board President Kenneth Perry said Tuesday that Scott would
provide additional information on Thursday about the impact the
closings would have on the district.
She also is expected to have more information about how much
money the district could save by cutting back on transportation, hiring and purchase of textbooks, equipment and supplies.
Scott, who made the recommendation Monday night, said her proposal could save the district $3 million, offsetting a projected $1.6
million deficit in the 1989-1990 school year.
She said the district is facing a $12 million deficit in the 1990-1991
school year.
The school board will make a decision about the school closings
within three weeks. A balanced budget must be adopted by June 30.
A large drop in enrollment, a loss in income from a real estate
reappraisal and several lean years of state funding led to the budget
problem, she said.
Even if the board approves the school closings, the district would
have to put two levy requests on the ballot next year, she said. One
would raise money for general operations, while the other would pay
(or building and equipment repairs.

LONDON, O. (AP) — Sylvan Carter, a London Correctional Institution escapee who surrendered after 28 years, could face an additional five years in jail on top of the sentence he abandoned in 1961,
the prison wardon said Tuesday.
Arnold Jago said an internal LCI rules infraction board has interviewed the 61-year-old prisoner and turned its evidence over to the
State Highway Patrol for further investigation.
The board has recommended that Carter's case be reviewed in an
outside court, he said.
Carter, who escaped from the prison honor farm in 1961, surrendered to police March 11, saying he wanted to serve the rest of his original 1-5 year sentence so he could get on with his life under his own
name. He was convicted of possessing a burglary tool — a crowbar
— in 1960.
Carter said he had been living in Houston for the last 22 years
under his father's name.
Jago said once the patrol finishes its investigation, it will turn its
findings over to Madison County Prosecutor R. David Picken. He
will decide how to handle the case in court.
If Carter is convicted of escape, a felony under Ohio law, he could
face an additional six months to five years in jail.
There is apossibility Carter could apply for parole later this year,
Jago said. The board has the option of granting parole or returning
Carter to prison to serve some or all of the sentence he now is serving as well as any sentence stemming from his escape.

Portland pachyderm 'parties'
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The first Asian elephant born in captivity in the Western Hemisphere in nearly half a century celebrated
his 27th birthday with a peanut butter and whole wheat cake topped
with carrots.
The birthday party for Packy brought nearly 6,000 people to the
Washington Park Zoo on Saturday to celebrate and sing "Happy
Birthday" to the 10-foot-tall, six-and-one-half ton elephant.
Y. Sherry Sheng, the zoo's director, said that Packy's birth "was a
big deal" in 1962 because he was the first Asian elephant conceived
and bom in captivity in the West in 44 years.
"It's part of family history," said Sheng, noting that some people
have kept "baby" scrapbooks of Packy's birthday celebrations.
Roger Henneous, senior elephant keeper, said Packy is the
gentlest of the three male elephants at the zoo, even "pretty much of
a wimp," and he delights children who come to see him.

OSU provost considers new post
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) — The finalist nominated for president of the
University of Oregon said Monday he would be willing to take a pay
cut to come to Oregon.
"Sometimes I get the feeling that people in Oregon don't understand what a terrific university they have," said Myles Brand, currently provost at The Ohio State University. "Sometimes you don't
notice how good something is in your own backyard."
Brand, 46, is former dean of the University of Arizona school of
social and behavioral sciences. He was one of three candidates recommended to the Oregon chancellor of higher education by an
11-member presidential search committee.
Brand, who is paid $121,000 a year at Ohio State, said he expects to
receive somewhat less if named president of the university, where
the annual pay is $95,760.
"People do not go into the academy for the money," he said. "Just
ask some of the faculty members.''

Lucille Ball suffers heart attack
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Comedian Lucille Ball suffered an apparent heart attack Tuesday and was rushed into surgery at CedarsSinai Medical Center, a hospital spokesman said.
Ball, 77, was conscious when she arrived at the hospital about noon
with her husband, Gary Morton.
"She is currenUy undergoing surgery," said Cedars-Sinai
spokesman Ron Wise. "Her condition is clearly serious."
The redheaded entertainer and her late former husband, Desi Arnaz, starred in the television show "I Love Lucy," one of the most
popular TV shows of all time, from 1951 to 1957. The show is still seen
around the world in syndicated reruns.
Ball went solo in 1962 with "The Lucy Show." The name was
changed to "Here's Lucy" in 1968. The show went off the air in 1974.
In 1950, she and Arnaz started their own production company, Desilu, on a shoestring budget of $5,000. The Arnazes were divorced in
1960, and two years later Arnaz sold his share of the studio to Ball for
$3 million. In 1967, she sold the company to Gulf & Western for $18
million.
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Elsewhere
North called a liar at trial
by Harry Rosenthal
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Oliver
North was portrayed to his trial
jury Tuesday as a liar who
couldn't stop, and as "the Joe
Isuzu of government" who followed Hitler's maxim that "the
victor will never be asked if he
told the truth."
Prosecutor John Keker, in
final arguments at North's trial,
said, "If Ollie North wanted to
get it done, he didn't care if he
broke the law."
But. in return, defense lawyer
Brendan Sullivan said anyone
"who links Col. North to Adolf
Hitler is not credible and should
not be believed." He called the
comparison outrageous.
"This man is not Adolf Hitler," Sullivan said, "and he
doesn't do things like Adolf Hitler."
The defense lawyer was
scornful of his opponents, saying
everything the government sees
North as doing "is through a
dirty glass."
Why shouldn't North have
thrown papers away, he asked,

when they referred to the secret
operations of the government.
"In this case, Sullivan told
the jury, "the government is offtrack and running wild, and you
should stop it."
North, the former National
Security Council aide who was
at the center of the Iran-Contra

then the trial — now in its 12th
week — will go to the jury, which
will then be sequestered.
Prosecutor Keker told the jurors Tuesday, "I will be asking
you to return a verdict of guilty
as to each of these 12 counts
against Oliver North."
He said, "The tragedy of 01-

"Telling the truth is something you
learned at your mother's knee.
Government by deception is not a free
government. -John Keker, trial prosecutor
vortex, sat stone-faced at the defense table as prosecutor Keker
methodically tried to dismantle
his American-hero image.
"Telling the truth is something you learned at your mother's knee," Keker said.
"Government by deception is
not a free government.
Government by deception is not
a democratic government.
Government by deception is not
a government under the rule of
law."
After North's lawyer finishes
his closing argument Wednesday, there will be rebuttal and

iver North is of a man who cared
so much for freedom in Nicaragua, but forgot about the demands of freedom tad democracy here at home."
If convicted on all counts, the
maximum penalty for North
could be 60 years in prison.
The charges include six counts
of lying to Congress and withholding information; obstructing a presidential inquiry and
making false statements to investigators; altering, shredding
and concealing documents; receiving an illegal gratuity, a security system at his home;

stealing money from a IranContra account, and conspiring
to defraud the Internal Revenue
Service.
The charges focus on an alleged attempt to cover up various aspects of a secret Reagan
administration operation to aid
the Nicaraguan rebels.
Standing behind a portable
lectern and using a huge chart
that outlined the charges, Keker
contended that North, a highly
decorated former Marine officer
and White House aide, had a defense of "the devil made me do
it."
North "blames other people.
'McFarlane made me do it.
Casey told me to do it,'" the
prosecutor said. Robert McFarlane was the national security
adviser at the time of some of
the alleged offenses. William
Casey was CIA director.
"In time, a good man turned
into a bad man," said Keker in a
low, unemotional voice. "Once
lying becomes a habit, it's hard
to stop. He put his hand on the
Bible and swore to tell the
truth."
Sullivan painted North as a
slighted hero.

Saudi seized in Switzerland

Financier accused of aiding Marcoses steal home wealth
by Lawrence Wolffers
Associated Press writer

The U.S. government alleges that Khashoggi, 54, posed as owner
of some of the assets to help hide that they actually belonged to Marcos, prosecutors have said.
Khashoggi is charged with racketeering, conspiracy, obstruction
of justice and mail fraud. Racketeering alone carries a penalty of up
to 20 years in prison.
Swiss authorities said a U.S. diplomatic note demanding KhashoRgi'.s arrest cited four buildings in Manhattan and a collection of
Kintings that disappeared from a Manila museum. Khashoggi aljedlybought them for Marcos as part of "obfuscation maneuvers"
during the ex-president's reign, Schmid said.

BERN, Switzerland — Adnan Khashoggi, the flamboyant Saudi financier once reputed to be the world's wealthiest man, was arrested
Tuesday on charges he helped Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos hide
riches stolen from the Philippines.
The jet-setting arms merchant, allegedly the man who brokered
the Iran-Contra arms deal, was seized by police at an elegant Bern
hotel and jailed, said Pierre Schmid, assistant director of the Swiss
Federal Police Office.
Schmid said the arrest came shortly after the U.S. Embassy
tipped off Swiss authorities that Khashoggi was in the capital and
demanded his arrest.
The United States plans to submit a detailed extradition request
within 60 days as required by treaty, said U.S. Embassy spokesman
Michael Korff.
Khashoggi, the Marcoses, five other people and a California bank
were indicted in October by a U.S. District Court in New York.
The indictment accuses the ousted Philippines dictator and his
wife of stealing more than $100 million from tne Philippine treasury
to buy real estate and expensive art objects in New York.
Overall, the Philippines says the couple took $3.5 billion in cash
and property.

Police arrested Khashoggi in a "gentlemanly" way without using
handcuffs at the downtown, five-star Hotel Schweizerhof where he
was staying, manager Jean-Jacques Gauer told the Associated
Press.
Khashoggi arrived in Switzerland on Monday for unidentified
medical treatment, said a well-placed Swiss official speaking on
condition of anonymity.

Seat

run i

u Continued from page 3.
lost a seat and I haven't heard
anything from them."
Yet, USG denial of a seat for
WSA contradicts the University's effort to spread cultural diversity on-campus, Hicks said.
The selection committee and

the general assembly will meet
with Coughlin today to discuss
possible solutions to filling the
seventh seat by next Monday.
In the meantime WSA will attempt to regain a seat on USG
through editorials, flyers, advertisements and by attending
today's meeting, Hicks said.
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Marcos fled into exile in Hawaii after the February 1986 civilianmilitary uprising that put Corazon Aquino in power.
Under the U.S.-Swiss extradition treaty, Swiss authorities must
decide whether Khashoggi's alleged offenses are considered criminal acts under both U.S. and Swiss law.
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by John Ch»l(ant
Awodated Press writer

COLUMBUS - Motorists
found to be legally drunk
would lose their license immediately and first-time
drunken drivers could drive
only cars that have ignition
interlocks under a House bill
introduced Tuesday.
Repeat offenders would
face surrender of the vehicle
they were driving, a mandatory tail term ana no occupational driving privileges if the
measure sponsored by Reps.
E.J. Thomas, R-Columbus,
and Mfke Stinziano, D-Columbus, becomes law.
"The latest available figures tell us that two people
die each and every day in
Ohio because a drunk driver
was at the wheel... the need
for even stronger drunk driving laws is apparent," Thomas said.
"Being slapped with immediate license suspensions,
facing a five-year loss of driving privileges, losing one's
motor vehicle and possible
prison sentences ought to
convince most Ohioans that
drinking and driving is just
too Ug a risk," be said.
Thomas and Stinziano were
joined by William Denihan,
director of the Ohio Depart-
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ment of Highway Safety, who
said 23 other states have similar laws for on-the-spot administrative license suspensions.
Denihan said a recent study
by the National Transportation Safety Board shows the
procedure reduces the number of drunken driving accidents. "The range of reduction of drunk driving crashes
(is) from a 9 percent reduction to a high of 46 percent by
North Dakota," he said.
Police would be authorized
by the bill to immediately
suspend the license of any
driver whose blood alcohol
level tested at or above the
legal limit of 0.10 percent.
First-time offenders would
face a six-month suspension.
Refusing to take the test
would net a one-year suspension.
First-time violators also
would face a five-year prohibition against driving any vehicle that was not equipped
with an ignition interlock
system, a device that prevents an intoxicated driver
from starting a car.
In the case of motorists
with two drunken driving
offenses within five years,
courts would order that the
vehicle they were operating
at the time of the violation be
turned over to the state.
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Sports
Falcons split with Flashes
S
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The baseball team continued
to have difficulties with MidAmerican Conference opponents
as it split a two-game series at
Kent State on Tuesday.
The Falcons, 16-8 overall,
dropped their fifth consecutive
MAC game with a 6-5 loss in the
first game before recovering to
capture a 5-1 victory in the the
second game of the
doubleheader. The twinbill
moved BG's MAC record to 2-6.
The Falcons' win in the second
game featured outstanding
pitching by sophomore lefthander Vince Metzger, who upped
his record to 4-0 after pitching in
the five inning contest called Decause of rain.
The southpaw surrendered
only one hit while striking out
four Golden Flashes and walking three.
Three KSU errors in the third

inning led to three unearned
The seventh inning score
Falcon runs. Outfielder Chad marked the fourth time in the
Davis reached base on a first- last six contests BG has dropped
baseman's error before eventu- a game in the final inning.
ally being hit in by a Matt Oestrike RBI single. Oestrike tallied
Freshman righthander Greg
another run coming from second Sharp, who relieved sophomore
base on an error by the Golden Derek Common in the sixth, took
Flashes' third baseman. The the loss to drop his record to 0-1.
Falcons third run came on a
wild pitch from KSU pitcher
Golden Flashes starter Kevin
Brian Schubert.
Hoffman allowed six scattered
hits while striking out 10 Falcon
In the fifth inning, Oestrike
batters before being relieved by
scored on a single t>y catcher
John Grimm in the seventh.
Daren Stiles.
Grimm posted the win for KSU
and improved his record to 1-1.
The first game against the
Golden Flashes resembled BG's
seventh inning misfortune which
it encountered last weekend
against Ohio University.
KSU's Rob Reams hit a basesloaded single to score Matt Rundies for the game-winning run in
the bottom of the seventh to capture the 6-5 win over the Falcons.

Kent was paced early by Pat
Rollins who launched a threerun homer off of Common in the
fourth in addition to a single.
Reams and Matt Rundles added
two singles a piece. Rundles also
scored two runs.
Falcon shortstop Brian Koelling and Oestrike both posted two
singles and one run scored.
Wednesday, the Falcons will
host non-conference foe Wayne
State at Warren Steller Field at
3 p.m. before hosting Eastern
Michigan for four MAC contests
Friday and Saturday.

Rose allegations
continue to arise
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose
has taken the offensive to
counter what he says are erroneous reports that he gave his
1975 World Series championship
ring to a convicted Massachusetts bookmaker.
A Boston newspaper reported
Sunday that Rose gave his 1975
World Series ring to bookmaker
Joseph Cambra, 66, of Somerset,
Mass., as payment for a gambling debt. Rose put his three
Series championship rings —
from 1975, 1976 and 1980 - on
display Monday at the Kentucky
National Bank's downtown Cincinnati office "just to lay that
rumor to rest."
Rose, an investor of the bank,
said he requested the ring display to counter the Boston report, which he said is wrong. He
said the 1975 ring that Cambra

possesses is a replica that Rose
authorized for Cambra. Rose
said he met Cambra in 1984
while Rose played for the Montreal Expos. Rose has acknowledged that Cambra has stayed
at the Reds' spring training hotel in Florida.
Rose also invited Cincinnati
television station WLWT, which
broadcasts Reds games, into his
suburban Cincinnati home Monday to film his collection of personal mementoes. The station
showed some of the footage on
its Monday night newscasts.
Rose said he has many items of
his memorabilia collection close
at hand, contrary to reports that
he has sold a number of them.
The bat that Rose used in September 1985 for career hit No.
4,192, the one that broke Ty
Cobb's record, is in the possession of his insurance agent,
Steve Wolter.

COMMENTARY
The following is a special to
Franco's Fragments. While
searching for another sports
column m the depths of daily
newspapers, the televison
and through the sports wire, I
stumbled on a gem not 20 feet
away from me in the newsroom. Tim Maloney. the Friday Magazine editor, relives
his trials and tribulations of
trying out for the Bowling
Green golf squad and, best of
all, he decided to write the
story himself.
One of the ultimate
measures of futility is to be
cut from the roster of a sports
team.
Getting "cut" is a slap in
the face. The message is
simple — "You're not good
enough, so get lost."
It's tougn when someone
says you aren't good enough.
A gamut of emotions follow —
anger, frustration, embarrassment and the well-known
sour grapes. Sour grapes go
like this — "I didnT want to
be on that blankety-blank
team anyway."
Make no mistake about it. I
wanted to be on the University golf team.
Itried out four times.
I got cut four times.
Golf tryouts, unlike some
other sport tryouts, are based
purely on performance. No
politics here. You bring in
your scorecard, and if your
numbers are lower than anybody else's, you make the
team.
I like to think if the coach
based his picks on the beauty
of the swing, competitive
spirit and sportsmanship. I
would have been one of his
first —oh, hell, I would have
been one of his first cuts.
To set the scenario, golf
tryouts follow a basic format.
A whole bunch of golfers show
up on the first day, and about
half are cut. Then the field is
pared down after following
rounds. Eventually, the final
round comes, with the final
cut. Those making the final
cut make the team.
I never made that final cut.
I tried, though.

Coach Greg Nye told me before I teed off on my final
tryout round this year (we
both knew beforehand I was
too far behind to make the
team) that I might hold the
record for tryout rounds
completed. Sixteen. I think. A
dubious record, indeed. A record of futility.
Freshman year: one round,
cut immediately.
Sophomore: made it to the
last round, got cut.
Junior: made it to the last
round, got cut
Senior: made it to the last
round, got cut.
Most of the time, I was so
far behind by the final round,
I knew I couldn't make the
team. "Let's see, if I shoot 58,
and the leader shoots 99,
maybe I can sneak into a
playoff..."
One vear I was so far behind that Coach asked me
after one round if I would
show the next day. I asked if I
was still eligible. He said I
was and I said I'd show up.
He still had a surprised look
on his face when I snowed up.
After a while that surprised
look disappeared, and it was
replaced with what I thought
was a knowing smile. It was a
smile that said "You wont
quit, will you?"
There was no way I'd quit. I
wanted one of those varsity
brown and orange golf bags
like nothing else. (I could really use it now, my old bag
has a few holes in it.)
Alas, I was never to carry
the brown and orange of the
Falcon golf team.
Instead, I go out and trudge
around with the rest of the
weekend warriors, beating
that little white ball around in
the wind.
I remember the last hole I
played, the 18th at Forrest
treason. I stood over my second shot, thinking I'd knock it
on the green and finish my
tryout career with a birdie.
I took the club back, visions
of glory forever in mind, and
proceeded to hit my ball into
the creek.
I made a bogey. It figures.
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Cavs set for playoffs Cincy, Colts want Heck
COMMENTARY
by Charles Toll
sports reporter

With the Cleveland Cavaliers
having all but wrapped up the
second-best record in the
National Basketball Association, they are now left waiting
and wondering about who their
first-round playoff opponent will
be.
Usually around this time of
year, the Cavs are out of the
playoff hunt and fans are heading out to the stadium to catch a
few Indians games, while they
still are in the pennant chase, or
arguing over who the Browns
will select in the upcoming
draft.
But this year things are
different.
Cavs fans are heading out in
packs to the Richfield Coliseum
just to get a glimpse of something very special and unique to
them, a team with a chance to
win it all.
This season, the Cavs did what
many fans (those who survived
the Ted Stepien era) thought
may never De possible; they
produced a 50-win season.
And if any city needs a winner,
it is Cleveland.
Last year they made their
first trip to the playoffs since
1984, but ran into a buzzsaw in
the form of the Chicago Bulls —
or should I say Michael Jordan
and the Chicago Bulls.
Veteran forwards Larry
Nance and Mike Sanders, acquired in a trade from Phoenix,
were just starting to gel with the
Cavs starting line-up, and they
looked like world-beaters the
last two weeks of the season.
But when they showed up to
play their first two games in
Chicago, their inexperience
showed. After obtaining huge
leads early in the first quarter of
both games in Chicago, the Cavs
were left in awe as Michael Jordan did his thing and before you
could say Ted Stepien, the Cavs

were down two games to none.
They ended up winning two
exciting home games, but then it
was back to Chicago and more of
Jordan. The Cavs again went out
to an early lead, but to no avail,
as forward Scottie Pippien came
off the bench to give Jordan a
hand, hitting key snots down the
stretch.

everything the Cavs expected.
As a dominating shot Mocker
and consistent scorer, Nance
helped the team to the best record in the NBA at the All-Star
break. But his history of injuries
reoccurred as the Cavs faded
away in March and the Detroit
Pistons moved past them into
the top spot.

The Cavs season was over, but
the foundation was there for the
1988-89 season.

Sanders, who averages less
minutes than sixth-man John
Williams, has been very consistent as the Cavs' silent starter. Although he doesn't possess
great offensive numbers, he is a
smart defenseman who usually
draws the opponents' toughest
player.

Over the winter, the team
matched the Washington Bullets' million-dollar contract
offer and retained point guard
Mark Price. Price has responded by making the Eastern Divison All-Star team and becoming
one of the finest point guards in
the league.

The bench is made up of Williams, who has become one of
the best sixth-man in the league,
Craig Ehlo, Darnell Valentine,
and Chris Dudley, who because
of his awkward and horrible
free-throw shooting has become
more of a comic display than a
basketball player.

But while Price is the Cavs
savior, Ron Harper has proven
that he can still produce while
accepting his new role as a team
player.

The Cavs blew their chance at
a divison title during March
when they went 9-8. But a
chance at a conference title and
NBA crown are still within
reach.

Harper, who spent most of the
1987-88 season sidelined with a
sprained ankle, has had his best
season in a Cavs uniform since
he came from Miami of Ohio in
1986. He has responded to those
who criticized his out-of-control,
selfish style of play and has become a complete team player.
The biggest disappointment, if
there is one, is the play of center
Brad Daugherty. Although he
made the All-Star team for the
second straight year, he has not
shown the inside game that
made him so dominant last
season.
He has been criticized since
his days at North Carolina for
being soft, but that has not been
his problem. He's not afraid to
mix it up under the boards, a la
Bill Laimbeer. His biggest liability right now is his confidence
in shooting, something the Cavs
are going to need if they expect
to make a run at the title.
Nance now feeling right at
home ir. J Cavs' jersey, has been

Detroit is the team to beat —
no ifs ands or buts about it, with
the Cavs and New York Knicks
the only serious threats.
The Bad Boys of the NBA may
be criticized for their roughhouse style, but the fact is these
guys can play and with the seventh game loss to the Los Angeles Lakers still burning in their
stomach, it's going to take an
extraordinary team effort for
anybody to beat them.
A team effort is something the
Cavs are capable of. There
might not be another team in the
league who plays as well
together.
Cavs fans can be upset about
the team's play down the
stretch, but they should not give
up quite yet. As long as there is
life, there is hope. Even for the
Cavs.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Bengals, looking for
an offensive lineman in Sunday's NFL college draft to fill
a void created by free agency
losses, are interested in Notre
Dame tackle Andy Heck, but
may not get a chance to select
him.
Heck, a 290-pound, 6-foot-6
offensive lineman, says he
thinks the Indianapolis Colts
are interested in him. The
Colts draft Sunday in the No. 22
position, while the Bengals will
draft second-to-last among the
NFL's 28 teams by virtue of
their Super Bowl appearance
last season.
The Bengals also would like
to draft a running back as a
dependable reserve for starters James Brooks and Elbert
"Ickey" Woods, and they are
interested in finding another
solid linebacker. Bengals
coach Sam Wyche said his
team is impressed with Texas
A&M linebacker John Roper.
"We've got our eyes on
Roper, along with some others," Wyche said Monday. "He
fits the mold of an NFL player,

The Colts declined comment
on what players they are interested in. But Colts coach Ron
Meyer, like McNally, is known
to have a fondness for tackles
in the near 300-pound range.
The Bengals are hurting in
the offensive line after losing
reserves David Douglas ana
Dave Smith as free-agent
players signed by other teams
since the 1988 season. In addition, starting lineman Joe Walter may miss part of the 1989
season as he recuperates from
reconstructive knee surgery
that caused him to miss the
playoffs and the Super Bowl.
The Colts also have a clear
need at tackle. Starters Chris
Hinton and Kevin Call both had
injury-plagued seasons in 1988,
and the Colts line has been
criticized for not giving star
tailback Eric Dickerson more
blocking support. On 204 of his
388 carries last season, Dickerson gained three yards or
less.
If Heck is picked before Cincinnati's draft turn, the Bengals may have to choose between taking another offensive
lineman or going for Roper.

and he would fit a need. He's
going to play in this league."
Cincinnati has for some time
had a strong interest in Heck.
A tight end until his senior
year in college, Heck was
rated no better than a thirdround prospect in three of the
four top national draft guides
because he was considered a
bit lean for an NFL tackle.
But Heck has gained about
25 pounds since appearing as a
264-pounder at NFL scouting
combine workouts in February.
"I think the Colts are interested," Heck said Monday. "I
try to let most of what I hear go
in one ear and out the other,
but when I talked to Jack Bushofsky (Colts personnel director), I just got the feeling they
liked me. He mentioned that
they might have a need for an
offensive lineman, that they
felt I fit their system, and said,
'Just sit tight and see what
happens on draft day.'"
Heck said he thought he also
had a good workout for Bengals offensive line coach Jim
McNally.

Dallas sale approved
NEW YORK (AP) - An era
came to an end today when NFL
owners unanimously approved
the sale of the Dallas Cowboys to
Arkansas oilman Jerry Jones.
Tex Schramm. the only president the team has ever nad, resigned to head the new International Football League.
The vote, at a special meeting,
was followed by the announcement that Schramm would head
the new league, which hopes to
start play as early as next
spring. Schramm had headed
the Cowboys since their start 29
years ago as an expansion team.
Since Jones bought the team
Feb. 25 for $146 million,
Schramm has been left out of all
of the team's major decisions.

For example, Jones, without
Schramm's approval, fired Tom
Landry as coach and replaced
him with Miami coach Jimmy
Johnson.
"It's just not my style to sit
around and take orders,"
Schramm said earlier. "It's
difficult for me because I've
been running an organization for
29 years."
Because the sale involved the
Surchase of Texas Stadium and
le Cowboys' vast complex at
Valley Ranch, the NFL withheld
approval until all financial aspects of the deal could be studied.
Under previous owners Clint
Murchison Jr. and H.R. "Bum"
Bright, Schramm's autonomy as

leader of the franchise was unchallenged.
"Jones has said he would be in
charge of everything from jocks
to socks. He has, Schramm
said.
Schramm's new league would
play in the spring and have six
sites in the United States and six
in Europe.
"I think it would work," he
said. "You would have to have
television behind it but I believe
you could get that."
Schramm envisioned that
such a league would have the
backing of the NFL. Clubs could
buy shares of the IFL corporation.
"It wouldn't be mandatory,"
Schramm said. "It would be like
buying stock."

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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Classifieds
Lost Siver Rope Chain Necklace
PLEASE RETURN! REWARD.
Call Rhonda 3 7 2-3920

HEY BOSSES' HERE'S A TIP

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•EDUCATION MAJORS"
The deadline lor appscattons lor the 1989-90
Dean's Student Advisory Committee has been
extended to Friday April 21. Applications are In
455 Education
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 8888 1 FM
8 10PMWBGU
BGSU BANDS present in concert
University Band & Concert Band
JayC Jackson and Ann E Goodwin
Conductors
Thurs April 20. 8:00 PM
Kooacker Hal

BGSU BANDS present m concert
Symphonic Band
Mark S Kelly, conductor
Suzanne Thierry, piccolo soloist
Synphonic Band Saxophone Quartet
Wednesday. April 19. 8 00 PM
Kobacker Hall

EARTH DAY IS MERE
From 9 00am-3 00pm TODAY in the Union
Oval There wtl be a tree plantino end dedlca
tion 10.00 this morning by the Bel Tower and
Ed Building Throughout the day there wHI ne
displays, music, the can-crunch contest, and
t-shirts, plants, and buttons will be sold Sponsored by the EnwromentaJ Interest Group and
the Center (or Enviromental Programs
CREATING A WORLD OF AWARENESS
SENIOR SEND - OFF MESSAGES
in a special section of
THE BG NEWS
classifieds on
Friday. April 28
DON'T MISSOUTI
Deadline Wed April 26. 4pm
Place orders m person 214 West Ha*

Recognize the secretaries in your office on
Wednesday. April 26
National Secretaries Day
The BG NEWS
Your display advertisement will be
grouped with other offices all paying
tribute to their secretaries on this
special day

Lost Taken from car on 3rd Street, friday Night
Checkbook. Computer Disks & Umbrella »
found call 353-5541 ask lor Pat

PERSONALS

RIDES

For the best In R 4 B. rap, and dance music In
N.W. OhloFTune Into 86.1 FM Power 88
Mon-FnS-IOPM
YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO A
BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be a brief presentation of the
Bahe'l Faith, an Informal and open discus»ion exploring facets of ihe Faith, a musical
presentation, or Just an evening for getting
acquainted. Come Investigate the youngest
ot the world's Independent religions In the
ocmlort of a home setting, free from the
pressure of proselytlilng.
1st and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM
Home ot Jim & Vicky Corbitt
840 Pearl St B G
352-7877 (for a nde)

COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE coed children's camp. Northeastern Pennsyrvan.a
823 823 Great opportunity for personal
growth! Specialty counselors needed lor. Tennis. Swim. (W S I prelerred). VoBeytwM. Gymnasties. Aerobics. Nature 'Camping. Guitar. Batik. Sculpture. Ceramics, Painting Pnntmaking.
Drama. Piano. Group Leaders (20 ). General.
RN Nurses Aide (21 ). Bookkeeper. Drivers
(21 ). Many other positions available On Campus Interviews on Wed . 4^26 Sign-up Student Employment Office 450 Student Services
BkJg or can 516-889-3217 or write to. 12 Allevard St. Udo Beach, NY 11561 Include
your phone number

SERVICES OFFERF.D
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS, Federal Ex
press, Typing. Resumes. FAX, Copies
Center for Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

LOST & FOUND
•••REWARD*"
I LOST MY BASEBALL MfTT DURING AN INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL GAME BEHIND THE
B A BUILDING ON THURS APRIL 13. IT'S A
RAWUNGS GLOVE WITH THE INITIALS "MM"
NEAR THE THUMB IF FOUND, CALL MARK
AT 353-3987

255-7769

Found Walkman In your Car, Sorry Cal Wall
353-5942.
^^^^^^^
Lost Blue Giassea between Founders and B A
bonding. They say France France If found can
372 3435
^^____
LOW Tl 35 PIUS calculator Please call
372-1178 Rewa/d dieted

■ 1IMIIII

GOOD LUCK!

MOTORCYCLE
INSTRUCTION
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Can Wood County Board of
Education
354 9010 or 243 4223

Gone with the Wind wiB NOT be
Shown this weekend as origmafy scheduled"
In it's place
Coming to America
win be shown Coming to Anerlca portrays
Edd»e Murphy, as a prince, coming to America
looking for a Queen It will be shown
Friday and Saturday. April 21 & 22
in Eva Mane Sa*»t Theatre
at 7 45. 10 00 4 12 15
Admission price is S1 50

CONTINUED ON PQ. 10

• See Comedian Denis Leery'
Winner of the 1987 Boston Laugh-Off And A
regular at the Improvisation Dave Lockard.
Winner of the certs Dortlo comedy Competition will open the Act It al happens tuesday
APril 25 in the union Ballroom Stay tuned for
more details"
1989DG Splash Champs
1989 SAE Bed Race Champs
1989DU Bike Race Champs
How you hke us now?
Sigma Nu
PS We also stole the show at the otympics by
the way. Who did Win?

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE

••KKG*"KKO*"KKO"*KKG"KKG
Iceman, Hollywood and Goose
I feel the need tor speed I It
xoxo. Maverick
"KKQ"KKQ"KKO"KKQ"KKO

TYPING SERVICES lor a* types of papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Can 352-3987 from 8am to 9pm

'Gamma Phi Beta *
Beta 500
* Gamma Phi Beta *

?*

A.u»od
woodland mal

cinema.

354 - 0558

•" Gamma Phi Beta " *
Get exerted
Greek Week 1989
*"" Gamma Phi Beta" *'

SHE'S OUT OF CONTROL
EVENINGS 6 50 9 23

Attention BGSU Greeks The secret Pledge
Class wants Bets 500'
SAES
Kappas are payched for Greek Week with you'

I
I

DISORGANIZED CRIME
EVENINGS 7 15 9 30

Adoption - Lovng couple wishes to adopt a
newborn W* provide a lot of love and financial
security tor your baby AH expenses paid Confioential Callcoaect 1-822-9288

MAJOR LEAGUE R
EVENINGS 7 05 9 45

Alpha Gamma Delta Congratulates
1989 Outstanding Freshmen-Heather Effron
1989 Outstanding Sophmore-JuM Pecano
1989 Outstanding Junior-Jennie Mabie
Outstanding Senior- Lee Gura
We're So proud of you"

LEAN ON Mi PG-13
EvEVNGS°15oniy

*********************************************************

|

Applications for

\

THE RESCUERS 3
:'.:\'.GS 7 00 ONLY

$

SAY ANYTHING =S-13
.-'. •.GS645935

= t

i

ALPHA PHI - ALPHA PHI - ALPHA PHI
The Sisters of Alpha Omtcron Pi would like to
say thank you to the sisters o' Alpha phi for the
Congratulations on our recent initiation and installation

' ALPHA GAMMA DELTA *
BETA 500
' ALPHA GAMMA DELTA •
BETA 500

The BG News
i

5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88-88 1 FM
8-10 PM WBGU

zx
Congratulations Dave Yothers
Good Luck with Beta'
Love the sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta1

-

TO THE INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS ORGANIZATION
1989-90 EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

lllllllllim

354-0371

rA^IHHslls^M

For help m designing your advertisement,
call the BG NEWS today for an appointmmenl
with a sales representative
HURRY'DEADLINE IS MON APRIL 24 4PM

Julie McKenna
President:
Vice President: Joe Lamboley
Dillard Lester
Treasurer:
Kelly Hanna
Secretary:
THANKS! to the 1988-89
■ Executive Council for a Great Year.

Typing Service
Resumes-term papers

J Summer staff positions are now available in 214 West Hall.
I The summer BG News has many positions open including
|
writers, columnists, photographers and artists.
1
All majors welcome
*
Application deadline:
J
5 p.m., April 26, 1989

|
J
|
j
*
J

PRESENT THIS COUPON

ON TUESDAY'S ONLY
THROUGH THE MONTH
OF APRIL. BUY ONE
MOVIE TICKET AND
RECEIVE THE OTHER ONE
FREEI

"TWO FOR TUESDAY'S-

%

&

THE BG NEWS

lO

KG News

Classifieds

April 19,1989

CONTINUED FROM PQ. 9
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Hey MarQM>
Congratulations on being named Oulstam»ng
Colony Officer ol the Year"' Voo deserved rt"
Alpha Lovehealher
YANKEES VS INDIANS
This Saturday a tew tickets remaining • contact
Quarter s Cafe 1414 E Wooeter
WOODY
I Had • great time last Fnoay(4 7}
Hope you did too1 Maybe next time we'l know
who's giving the party1 I'm anxious to hear Irom
you. so caH me soon1 Love. Juae
BE RUSHSTRUCK
SPRING INFORMATION NIGHT
APRIL 26th AND 27th
NE COMMONS 7 30PM

Kitty.
To a very flood dance partner, who can really
shake her buns I donl know why you doubled
yoursetl because you did your best you could I
am glad to see that you won the b-g prize, but
that was not the only thing I saw a promising future that, indeed your offer coutd be better than
the others I had a great time
Sincerely,
Spanky

DELTA UPSILON
The sisters of Phi Mu
would kke to commend you tor all
your hard work that made
this years bike race
a success

DRY DOCK
BEACH NIGHT
THE PENGUINS
SAT. APRIL 22

Lofl Rental Registration
for 89-90 is at the
University Union. April 10-14
on 3rd floor 9-5 in Fort Room

DRY DOCK
BEACH NIGHT
THE PENGUINS
SAT. APRIL 22

or call for a mall in
registration form
352-3836 Loft Construct-on

EARTH DAY IS HERE!!
NEW DtRECTlONS IN
AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY
SENATOR JOSEPH BIDEN
Apr 20. 1989.8PM. 121 West Hall
Sponsored by USG
Political Science Depf
Student Services
International Retahons Org A HSA

EARTH DAY OS HERE!!
BEDROCK
and BETA
Two good things that go together"

EARTH DAY IS HERE
From 9 00am-3 00pm TODAY in the Union
Oval There will be a tree planting and dedication 10 00 this morning by the Bel Tower and
Ed Building Througout the Day there will be
displays, music, the can-crunch contest, and
t-shlrts. plants, and buttons wH be sold Sponsored by the Environmental Interest Group and
the Center for Enviromental Programs CREATING A WORLO OF AWARENESS

BEDROCK
AND BETA
THE TRADITION BEGINS
BEDROCK and BETA
DONT
MISS IT"
BETA 500
26th ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL

NOW HIKING
Subway Sandwiches Is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply in person no phone cats

Now Reserving lofts, sola beds, and
Refrigerators for surr mer and
89-90 School Year
Discounts for Early Registration
Limited Supply so call today
JT's Carry out

For the best In R A B. rap and dance music In
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into 85 1 FM Power IB
Mon-FrlO-tOPM

BETA 500
2(!h ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL

Friday and Saturday
Quarter Drafts amd Dogs
Quarters Cafe 2 7pm

BETA 500
26th ANNUAL
SATURDAY 12 NOON
UNION OVAL

352-5475

Past. Present, and Future al the Quad Rock
Cafe
Thursday. April 20
9 00 pin-midnight

Hair Unlimited, 143 W Woosler where guys
he* cuts are always 66 is now open until 8pm
Mon and Wed and Sat untx 4pm Can and ask
lor Dawn at 353-328 I

BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500

Hero.
Oh Baby - The wad thing was a big surprise' Get
Harry, oops David
Love,
"Grace"
P S Get psyched

Beta 500
"Feel n again"
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500

HE> BOSSES' HERE'S A TIP
Recognu-e the secretaries in your office on
Wednesday. April 26
National Secretaries' Dey
The BG News
Your display advertisement will be
grouped with other offices al paying
tndbute to their secretaries on this
special day

BETASOO
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500 HAPPY HOURS
Friday4 9PM
at uptown
18 year old Welcome
Tickets can be purchased
in Union Foyer as week

Hey, Do you want to get In tune tor finals
Join BGSU students going to Washington D C
to march on the White House.To end reclaim,
cutbacks, and war.There wit be a van going It
wil be leaving Friday April 28 Returning Sunday April 30th Come to peace coalition-Wed 9
pm at UCF CenterlThurstln and Ridge)

BETA BETA BETA"'
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU"'
BOXERS-T Shirts-Tanks Crews
Jeans N Things
831 Ridge Street

Hey. girls, ha* cuts atHalr Unlimited 143 W
Wooster areiust tlOdurlng ApnlOncI shampoo
dry. and finish) When you make your appointment Mon and Wed 5-8pm or Sat 1 1 -4 pm Call
Dawn al 353 3281

BRENDA SCHEIN
These past weeks nave bee^ awesome
I'm looking forward to the luture
because it can only get better
Loire JD

HOUSEBOY NEEDED!!
FOR FALL SCHOOL YEAR
CALL 3723409/ 3724092.

BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON
It's been a great year1
III miss you next year
Tim

HOUSEBOYS NEEDED
1989-90 School Year Free Food

CHI OMEGA
BETA SPIRIT
THE TRADITION CONTINUES..
CHKJ'SOET
'THE RKJHT STUFF'

BETA 500
Congratuamons lo al of the O S E A officers
Next year win certainly be successful with an
executive board such as this1 A special thanks
to those ol you who participated m the election
process
Cono/atiMSDons to Lisa Robinson on her Ohio
university Sigma Chi Pinning to Nick Cenci
Love. Your Chi-0 Sisters
Congratulations Sigma Chi Tom Shanklln on
being Choaen the Alpha XI Delta Dreem Boy I
Congratulations
DELTA GAMMA
on winning
BIKE RACE
From mens chsmps-Slgmi Nu
DearMargej.
Only five more weeks I miss you!
Love, Jim

Quarter's Cafe
No Cover • No More

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S AND WOMEN S GOLF TOURNAMENT
(OPEN) DUE APRIL 19 BY 4 OOp m IN 10B
STUDENT REC CENTER TOURNAMENT IS
SATURDAY. APRIL 22

SENIOR SEND • OFF MESSAGES
m a special section of
THE BO NEWS
classifieds on
Friday. April 28
DON'T MISS OUTI
Deadkne Wed . Apnl 28. 4p.m.
Place orders in person 214 West hal
SIGMA PHI EPSILON BROTHERS OF THE
WEEK ARE TIM PETERSON. DOUG "NIMMIE" TAILFORD E SCOTT NIX. AND ROB
• TOOt-'THORNOIKE ON A FANTASTIC JOB
WITH PARENTS WEEKEND 89
SUMMER INTRAMURALS IF YOU WERE AN
INTRAMURAL SUPERVISOR OR OFFICIAL
WHO WORKING DURING THE 1988-89
SCHOOL YEAR AND ARE INTERESTED IN
WORKING THIS SUMMER. STOP BY THE OFFICE AND FILL OUT AN APPLICATION BY
FRIDAY, APRIL 21
Summer Slam '80 Is coming! April 29. SAT.
Hello to summer party and volleyball tournament. If Interested In volleyball tourn.. you
need 5-7 people per loam co-ed or not-have
teem capt. Call AM 680 WFAL 372-2195 to
sign up. $15 entry fee. Fun A prizes Stay
tuned tor more Into to follow on party.

The brothers of Beta Theta Pi would kke to congratulate Dave "The Stud" Yothers on being
named the Alpha Gamma Delta Man of the year

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BETA THETA PI
KAPPAS R GOING
TOPGUN 4 8ETA
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BETA THETA PI

The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi would Hke to
congratulate Jason He) on winning the Beta
Brotherhood award and Bnan Bailey tor being
named Outstanding Beta Athlete

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA SETA THETA PI
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
KAPPAS R PSYCHED 4 BETA'
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BETA THETA PI

The Brothers of Theta Chi would Hke to congratulate Pete Waddlngton on recently bemg
named IFC Athlete of the week
The secret Pledge Class is psyched for Beta'

KKG*SAE-KKG"SAE-KKG
KAPPAS and SAE S
Congratulations on winning
First Place m the banner contest
KKQ-SAfKKG'SAE'KKG

260 COUNSELORS and Instructors needsdl
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohikan, P.O. Box 234BG, Kenllworth, NJ 07033
(201)270-0585.
3 Female non- smoking roomafes to share
house for 89-90 school year Musi be tidy CaH
fracy 874-7030

Help! Need Female Rmt For this summer
Apartment located on 5th street. rent $ 150 mo
CaH Pam at 353-6621
Large dorm size refrigerator needed Call Mel
«aa at 353-4982

Need 1-2 females roomies for 69-90 year
Close and Cheap call lisa 372-3640 or Carrie
372-6757
Need Male A Female students fo Ml apartments
for school year 89 90 Cal 352 7365
Needed one non-smoking female for roomate
beginning Aug Reasonable rent, own room
CaH Micheee 353-4451. If not there please
leave message
One male needs a place for Fall 89 Call Terrry
353 5158
One non-smoking t roommate for summer
Furnished apartment, own room, close lo campus
$100 month plus utilities
Call
381-1608
Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Express Is looking for part-time data entry
clerks to work outside our loading dock using
a laser data scanner. Position will be 8 fo 24
hrs. per week. Nights and weekends wsge Is
$7 50.'hr Apply at 6180 Hagman Rd. Toledo.
Oh. Anytime Wednesday 1-5 pm. Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Women and minorities encouraged lo apply.
Roommate needed • Campus Manor
Close to Campus tow utilities 4 Nice Apt
CaH and Ask paul about it 353-3394
Summer Slam '80 Is coming) April 20 Sat.
Hello to summer parly A volleyball tournament, ff Interested In volleyball tourn . you
need 5-7 people per team. Co-ed or not-have
teem capt. Call AM 680 WFAL 372-2106 to
sign up. $15 entry fee. Fun * prizes Stay
tuned for more Info lo follow party.
WANTED
One male roommate for 89-90 school year 2
nd St apartment Cal 353 5933 or 372-1561

The Snake Easily swalowed his Prey Then set
out to swallow more
QO SIGMA NU BETA TEAM 80'

WANTED TO BUY
Your Nintendo games, m good condition Paying cash, cal Eileen at 2-4167

TO MY SANDS',
CONGRATULATIONS LADIES WE DI0 IT. I
LOVE YOU ALL.
YOUR SANDS AND SOROR,
SHELLEY
To our Chi-0 Houseboy Tim GoHlng. Thanks for
being a great houseboy
Love. The Cht-O's

Todd & Shag(less)
Thanks for a great time
at Paddy Murphy
Pittsburgh was great even
if It was in the HELL STATE
At least we got lo see
Cleveland
Remember 80-Pennatnpk
Thanks again for an awesome Weekend1

HELP WANTED
Davids Dell
NOW HIRING PART TIME summer and FaU Del
Help and Dnvers See Dave at the Deli between
2 00 and 5 00 mon - fhri
Sates manager needed for 1990 Key yearbook Create and manage direct sales force
whse working with established promotional
programs Excellent opportunity for agressive.
sale-minded person Application deadline is
5pm Wednesday April 26 Apply at 214 West
Hal
Sitter needed in my Perrysburg home
6 O0arn-8 OOam 2 3 days a week 874-8076

Chnssy a Marc.

$ty0t¥r

Mona

P S Who room was the beet"
xxx BETA 500 xxx
looking for funloving girls to take to date party
Can Beta house at 2810

**m

SftuiHRfts 'HOMO
Fftetv; c*!*t L«w»js of
i**C UNiVilK.TV
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Staff positions available on Fall 1080 BQ
News staff. Many positions open Including
writers, photographers, copy editors Apply
at 214 West Hall. Deadline Is 5 pm Thursday,
April 20.

Babysitter needed for summer
for two children 6 and 10
Free Summer Apartment
and Competitive Salary
Coukl be a rob share
Must have transportation
Reply to Babysitter
PO Box 26 BG. OH 43402

Jaymar Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available for summer & fall
As low as $405 per month Cal 354 6036

Babysitting, varied hours, own transportation.
references in my BG home 354-0828
Banfax Pest Conirol needes either part or ful
time summer service people Cal 352-5315
Come and live in the woods, but still be close
enough to visit Washington. DC on your time
off1 It you ertfoy children, then we have a iob for
you1 We need general counselors, arts Crafts
dkr . lifeguard (WSI). nurse, food supv . cooks,
and business managers Camps are located in
Bndgewater and Leesburg. VA Cal the Girl
Seoul Council of the Nation's Capital
1 202 337-4300
Copy editors needed for BG News fall semester 1969. Apply at 214 West Hall. Deadline Is
5 pm Thursdsy April 20.
Female dancers wanted
257-9556 ask for Barb Experience
necessary

no!

Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance & financial service
company has openings for multilines agents &
registered representatives Excellent opportumty with extensive financial product line Excellent benefits & training program For confidential
interview cal Neal Kruse at 419-865-6781
Mon through Fn 9am-4pm
Now accepting applicalions for summer Fall
employmenf Churchill s Supermarket 1141
South Mam SI BG
NOW HIRING
Subway sandwiches is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply in Person No phone calls
paMfM
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr round. All Countries. All fields Free -nio
Write UC. POBox 52OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625
Part S Full lime evening office cleaning Knickerbocker Services 352-5822
Part-time farm help Experienced with farm
equipment and baling Must be here through
thesummer Cal352 7050
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIROMENT
Earn $2500 to $3500 National Company, osition fo pass Clear air act. stop toxic pollution
tighten pesticide controls 8 promote comprehensive recycling Available m 18 states and
D C (including Toledo ) Interviews on campus
4 19 89
Call Kate toll tree at
1 800-622-2202
Summer staff positions available at BG News.
Many positions open Including writers, columnists, photographers and artists Apply at
214 West Hall. Deadline Is 5 pm Wednesday
April 26.
Waitresses; part-time days, evenings, weekends Also, bartenders eve and weekends
Apply between 2 and 4 M-F at the Efks Club
200 Campbell Hill Road
Wnitehouse Nannies Best families in Washington DC Area Seeking Top chldcare in
Exchange for greal salary. Room and Board
Travel opportunity Minimum 1 year commitment All Employers Screened in person. Call or
write Whltehouse Nannies 4733 Bethesda
Ave Suite 804. Bethesda Maryland 2081 4 or
cal 301-654-1242
Work and play at N H summer camp
Get paid fo teach swimming, sailing, or canoeing Added benefits include (ravel expenses
paid great work environment and unlimited
FUN Call Maureen for mfo 353-4388

FOR SALE
' 1 loft $65 univ approved, free standingiadder
attached11 ■ Price neg
• Big dorm refrigerator $80 Price neg
19" Color Television
$50O BO
372-5138 Ami Rick
1978 Ftywwth Horizon Good Condition
Great for colege student $700 00
353-3798
600KEXT disk drive for Macintosh
Used $ 175.00
Cal 352-0890 after 5pm
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars. 4 X 4's Seized in
drug raids for under $ 100 00? Cal lor facts lo
day 602-837 3401 Ext 299
Couch
Ful-sized and in good condition Need fo sell
before summer Call 3 7 2 - 3 7 6 5
For Sale
Super single waterbed with semiwaveless mattress Comes with a heater and four drawers
Only six months ok) and in excellent condition
Contact Leslie af 353-6920 Wil take best
offer
'79 Plymouth Horizon
Good Shape1 Barry 2-1586
84 Chevette CS
Low mileage. AM'FM stereo, sunroof Cal Robin 372-4808

FOR RENT
Onty a couple leflt
Campus Manor apts for 89-90 AH major utilities paid Cal 362-9302
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co.

352-9378
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished for 4 people 9
month lease. 352-3445

Have you asked about 14 70 Cfough
And 1366 E Wooster Yet?
Newtove Rentals
328 S Main

352-5620

1 Bedroom furnished A 2 bedroom unfurnished
12 month leases 352-3445
1 female needed to sublease for summer Cal
Janene al 2-3895
1 or 2 persons needed fo sublease summer
apt Apt A C & close to campus Al summer $550 plus gas electric Cal 353-5660.
1 person furnished efficiencies available Aug.
21, $215 per month Cal 352-9302
1.2.3. Bedroom Apartments
Please cal between 1 30 6 5:30
In the afternoon CaH 354 8800
We allow Pels
2 bedroom furnished for 4 people with microwave, disposal, bookshelf extra sinks in each
bedroom, laundry facilities and good management Go took at 704 5th Street. Then call us

352-3445
2 bedroom furnished apt on sixth street sublease for summer Free A/C pay only electric
catt 353 4082
2 bedroom. 2 bath apts with dishwasher avail
able for summer $600 lor entire summer Cal
now for mfo on all our cheap summer rates
RE Management 352-9302
2 bedroom, 1-3 person apartment available
Large rooms in a quiet btdg Call 353-4662 before 11 00. after 3 00
2 BR furnished apt w balcony, all utilities accept elect paid AvaHabte May Cal Gary
353-7934 after 6 00
2-3 Roommates needed for summer to subiesse large house on manviile Low renf cal
354-3063
3 Bedroom Apt Avail m May 1 yr Lease close
lo campus

353-1682
APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished unlum
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2
block to campus FREE cable T V . lockout key
service, heat New carpet, some new furmfure
Call Tom 352-4673 days. 9am -5pm.
352-1800 evenings & weekends
APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER
Available May 14 Aug 11
1 and 2 bedrooms
Furnished and Unfurnished
$400 00
Cal JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260 or 353-3850
Are you neat? Need a place to stay for SUMMEr? There is still room left for two people
(male or female) House completely furnished
Very near campus
Call for more mfo.
353-3607 Ask tor Rob
Beat the Heat'
Summer Sublease -2 bedroom, airconditioning, fully furnished, newly carpeted
apartment Low Cost. 850 Scott Hamilton. 2
blocks Irom campus Cal 353-7723 anytime
Carty Rentals
Apartments-Houses-Rooms
Available summer only
Apartments-$2 00 mo for 1 or 2 students
Call 352-7365
For Summer
Need 2-3 People to renl a 2 BR House located
1 and 1/2 blocks from campus spacious and
affordable CaHamy at 353-7518

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat. Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rates

Cal 352-4968
Need a piece to slay for part or al of the summer? Females needed lo sublease 2 bedroom
apt from May 8 to Aug 15 Close lo campus.
AC, Furnished Cal 353-4857
Need to sublease (al summer) 2 bedroom furnished apt on 6th afreet Free a/c. pay only
electric Call Braden at 353-4284
Needed Personfs) to sublease apt for summer
one block from campus, air conditioning, great
location $540 for entire summmer or $270
each for two people Call 353-5546 for more
information
Now leasing for summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges (o Cherrywood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
YOUR OWN PLACE
FOR$165/MONTH
BIG LIT ONN MAIN
SUBLEASE MAY TO AVO
CALL 353 7556 EVENINGS
Railvlew Mini-Warehouse
(af the corner of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave)5X7 9x15 9X30
Preferred Properties. Co.
352-9378
Rather live m a house than an apartment? Cal
352-7992 or 352-4168 After 5 30 call
352-2330
Room for Renl for any pen of summer or whole
summer Rent negotiable ■ Call Jill 353-4771.
Sub leaseHUQE TOWNHOUSE for summer
'89' 2 bd rooms, spiral staircase, deck, more)
Please cal today LOW RATE 353 3786 or
353-3098
Subleasing new 1 bedroom apt for summer
A/C dishwasher, neg renl Call 353-6639

by Dugg Lamielle

ON A SOMNV SPI*.* LM'T,

AND

2 females to sublease tor summer Furnished
and cheap own room, close lo campus Call
372-5716

Wanted one female to share apartment with two
other females Rent is $140 a month plus gas A
etec Starting in May Located on S Summit
Please call 354 ?945

"NASTY, DECADENT FUN."

S

1 -3 Females needed to sublease Apt lor summer, furnished, balcony, a/c and water paid
Cheap rent Call Amy 353-4633 or Mehnda
353-2849 ASAP

The Sisters of Chi Omega would Hke to congratulate Lisa Wallers on her Phi Delta Theta
LavaHering to Drew Gunn

THIS WEEKS ROCK 6 ROLL
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
I a
TONITE AT 7:16 6 »:30
FILM FE8T MOVIE: LED ZEPPLIN'S
SONG REMAINS THE SAVE
klf,adlha

David Anw?n
NEWJVEtK

1 or 2 persons needed to sublease Api for
Summer (close lo campus CaH Rhonda or MicfiSe at 353 6136

Need 1 female roommate 10 sublease for Fall
89 only Fo« Run apt Call Tma 353-3887

INDIANS VS YANKEES
This Saturday a few tickets remaining contact
Quarter's Cafe 1414 E wooster

Kappas Feel The
Need (or Speed!!!
BETA 500-166

1 Female roomate needed to sublease for Fall
89Spnng90 Haven House no 29. Rent
143 75 Call vtcky 363-7348. 855-3048

Female roommate for house close to campus
Summer only call Laura 352-2834

Call 372-2567 or 353-4575

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KAPPA'S FEEL THE NEED
THE NEED 4 SPEED
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

1 Female roommate needed for 89-90 School
year Fox Run Apts Call 353-4975

Pregnant? Need help''
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wishing for s sibling for 3 year old Wil provide a
good. warm, secure home for a newborn baby
Wiling to pay medical and legal fees For more
information please contact Mary Smith (Lawyer). Suite 800. First Federal Plaza, Toledo.
Ohio 43824-1871 or call coiect (419)
241-8197. 8:30 - 4 30 Reference family
#111

Suntan Visits • $1.50 each only at HAIR UNLIMITED 1 43 W Wooster. 353-3281

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BETA THETA PI
4 more days M KAPPAS
ride into the DANGER ZONE1
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA BETA THETA PI

1 female roommate for summer in large 2 bed.
2 bath apt with a/c $200 for entire-summer
Sheme372 6135 or Bern 353-3788

Female LOOKING TO SUBLEASE furnished
apartment for summer session in May 15-July
16 (prefer relatively close to campus) Please
caH Julie 353-1406

For help in designing your advertisement
can the BG News today tor an
appointment with a sales representative
HURRY' DEADLINE IS MON . APRIL 24. 4PM

Beta 500 Queen Voting
9-5 today m Union Foyer

WANTED

Past. Present, and Future at the Quad Rock
Cafe
Thursday. April 20
9 00 pm -midnight

Happy 22nd Birthday
Heather Greenarell
Love. Ann 1 She*

BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500
BETA 500

Tonight
Brathaus T-Shirt Night
we wil give out
Brathaus T-Shirts
Every Half-Hour
Between 9 30pm-1 00am
BE HERE EARLY
For a better chance lo win

CM. LOOK W"«I

T«C CUTE

SOKlipfKlS ARE S>oiW& 10

*#&m

GREENBRIAR Inc.
is now renting for fall '89.
We have: - Houses
- 1 - 3 Bedroom
Apartments
Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster

\\" i>"\w ii" \>"

*S"

Summer sublease-lower duplex on E Merry. Al
utilities pd incl cable $350 mo neg Jim at
354-2110
SUMMER SUBLEASE
May-August August rent is FREE1 Cal Re
Management 352-9302 Ask about apt 117
-n Thurstin Manor
Summer '88
Furnished etf for 1 or 2 people, aval May 6
Across from campus, heat & air incl m rent.
May-tree. June'Jury $210. Aug-free Cal
353-4466
Two roommates needed to share brand new
FOX RUN APARTMENT
for 89-90 School year and or
sub-lease tor summer
Cal steph 372-4523 or baa 372-4436

